7.1
The Creative Curriculum for Early Childhood
Our Philosophy
The philosophy behind our curriculum is that young children learn best by doing. Learning isn't just
repeating what someone else says; it requires active thinking and experimenting to find out how things
work and to learn firsthand about the world we live in.
In their early years, children explore the world around them by using all their senses (touching, tasting,
listening, smelling, and looking).
In using real materials such as blocks and trying out their ideas, children learn about sizes, shapes, and
colors and they notice relationships between things.
In time, they learn to use one object to stand for another. This is the beginning of symbolic thinking. For
example, they might pretend a stick is an airplane or a block is a hamburger. These early symbols - the
stick and the block - are similar in shape to the objects they represent. Gradually children become more
and more able to use abstract symbols like words to describe their thoughts and feelings. They learn to
"read" pictures which are symbols of real people, places and things. This exciting development in
symbolic thinking takes place during the pre-school years as children play.
Play provides the foundation for academic or "school" learning. It is the preparation children need
before they learn highly abstract symbols such as letters (which are symbols for sounds) and
numbers (which are symbols for number concepts). Play enables us to achieve the key goals of
our early childhood curriculum. Play is the work of young children.
The Goals of Our Curriculum
The most important goal of our early childhood curriculum is to help children become enthusiastic
learners. This means encouraging children to be active and creative explorers who are not afraid to try
out their ideas and to think their own thoughts. Our goal is to help children become independent, selfconfident, inquisitive learners. We're teaching them how to learn, not just in preschool, but all through
their lives. We're allowing them to learn at their own pace and in the ways that are best for them. We're
giving them good habits and attitudes, particularly a positive sense of themselves, which will make a
difference throughout their lives.
Our curriculum identifies goals in all areas of development:
Social: To help children feel comfortable in school, trust their new environment, make friends, and
feel they are a part of the group.
Emotional: To help children experience pride and self- confidence, develop independence and
self-control, and have a positive attitude toward life.
Cognitive: To help children become confident learners by letting them try out their own ideas and
experience success, and by helping them acquire learning skills such as the ability to solve
problems, ask questions, and use words to describe their ideas, observations, and feelings.
Physical: To help children increase their large and small muscle skills and feel confident about
what their bodies can do.
The activities we plan for children, the way we organize the environment, select toys and materials, plan
the daily schedule, and talk with children, are all designed to accomplish the goals of our curriculum and
give your child a successful start in school.

7.2
Teachers at ABC Child Care Center link the program’s curriculum to the WV Early Learning Standards
Framework in the following ways:
Social and Emotional Development –
Standards 1: Children choose and become involved in one activity out of several options
Standard 2: Children are encouraged to identify and label their feelings
Standard 3: Children take on pretend roles and situations in the classroom
Standard 4: Children are guided in finding multiple uses for classroom objects
The Arts –
Standard 1: Children are given time to dance to music of various cultures
Standard 2: Children are encouraged to use their imaginations in drawing shapes, letters, and
other symbols
Standard 3: Children retell stories they have heard and act out main events of familiar stories
Physical Health and Development –
Standard 1: Children hold markers, crayons, and other objects using fine motor skills to make
specific strokes or figures
Standard 2: Children are given pathways and obstacles to petal and steer around on tricycles on
the outdoor playground
Standard 3: Children are given reminders about self-help skills, such as clean-up time and
hand-washing
Standard 4: children create and are taught to follow classroom rules, with reminders
Mathematics –
Standard 1:
Standard 2:
Standard 3:
events
Standard 4:

Teachers initiate discussions of similarities and differences
Children are given tasks to sort objects by size, shape or color
Teachers and children discuss time concepts such as past, present, or future
Children use comparative words to describe number, size, shape, weight, and color

Science –
Standard 1: Children are encouraged to wonder “what will happen if” and test possibilities
demonstrating cause and effect
Standard 2: Children are given time to observe and examine objects and notice details and
attributes

8.1

What I Did Today
Child’s Name: _____________________________________________________________
Today’s Date: _____________________________________________________________

Today I Ate:

Breakfast:
all
some
I wasn’t hungry
I ate _______________________
___________________________

My Diaper Changes or Toilet Times
were:
Time

Wet

BM

Morning Snack:
all
some
I wasn’t hungry
I ate _______________________
___________________________
Lunch:
all
some
I wasn’t hungry
I ate _______________________
___________________________
Afternoon Snack
all
some
I wasn’t hungry
I ate _______________________
___________________________
Other drinks/snacks I had today
were: _______________________
___________________________

At Naptime, I slept from:
_______ until _______
Notes about nap time: _______
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

Today, I had fun when we:

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

Please bring more:

diapers
clean clothes
other
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

Special Notes:

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

9.1

Learning Centers at ABC Child Development Center:
Art Center – Construction paper, crayons, markers, scissors, glue, and
glitter.
Dramatic Play – Dress-up clothes, baby dolls, doll clothes and blankets,
kitchen area with dishes, furniture and toy food, telephones and cash
registers.
Block Area – Unit blocks, toy people, animals, cars and trucks, and large
Legos.
Nature/Science Center – Natural object collections (rocks, feathers,
flowers), magnifying glasses, science themed books and games, and bug
collection activities.

10.1 & 11.1

Indoor and Outdoor materials at ABC
Child Development Center –
Dramatic Play materials:
1. Dress-up clothes and hats
2. Outdoor house with kitchen, telephone, etc.
3. Baby dolls and doll house, clothes, blankets
4. Tricycles, toy cars and stop signs
5. Cash registers with toy money
Sensory materials:
1. Sand and water table
2. Play-doh with accessories
3. Shaving cream activity table
4. Sand box (outdoors)
5. Activity – make your own play-doh

